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cubic metres embedded in the earth. The remaining nitro-glycerine
was poured into the hole, the fuse was inserted and the charge was
laid, not in the way that was in general use later with a packing
of sand, but in the manner of the old powder charges with crushed
bricks, which were rammed down with an iron rod.
" Human foolishness had not yet been too much for divine
forbearance, but when the fuse which had been severed in the
loading operation failed to ignite the charge and the bore-hole had
to be reopened for a new charge, that settled it, and the nitro-
glycerine duly exploded to such good effect that the rock burst
into a hundred pieces that buzzed past our heads like giant hornets.
The surprised workman who had laughed at the ' sour milk ' when
the nitro-glycerine was poured into the bore-hole was blown sky
high, but came to earth again splayed out but undamaged/'
The ignorance of the risk involved in handling this substance
soon bore fruit. From various parts of the world news came in
of devastating explosions. A Hamburg newspaper of the 4th
December, 1865, contains the detailed account of such an explosion
in New York. A German traveller had brought a flask containing
ten pounds of nitro-glycerine carefully packed in a box to a small
hotel called the Wyoming Hotel in the Greenwich district of New
York, and had left it intending to call for it again. The porter
was looking after the flask and using it sometimes as a seat and
sometimes as a footrest for bootblacking. One fine Sunday
morning a waiter noticed that a red vapour was issuing from the
box. The porter carried it out into the street and then returned
to the hotel. A moment later a terrible explosion occurred; the
fronts of the neighbouring houses were seriously damaged, doors
and windows were shattered, and the roadway was rent to a depth
of four feet,
On the 3rd April, 1866, a violent explosion occurred off Aspmwall
on the Atlantic coast of Panama, which completely destroyed the
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